
Saw ENT' doctor17-224:1StaphinfectiOn, netecold,Aind-heexpects•it•to cheer up under 

antibiotics.- 

	

Dear Gerry, . 	 7/21/92 

Eirecially because I am drafting a book nuch of what I do, like this response to 

your 7/16, is twixt and tween, after an early lunch and beforelleaving for-tile dentist's. 

When I'll probably doze off again while he finishe4-the job where a tooth broke off that 

	

he began with a root-canal job through parts 	of which I did doze off: 

Dego has not only made valuable suggestions for "Twenty-Eight Years of Silence," he 

has been retyping it on his computer! Lil is still nailed down with texeS for which 

there were extensions. 

I've drafted all the first half and yesterday I mailed Have the first chapter of the 

second half.But before I go much further I must rearrange the Breo article not to jump 

around and not to waste words in duplication. 

Not much new on the sleep proilem.  I had to discontinue the C -P&P machine that 

forced air into the nostrils because it gateb me a cold and 4ried the nose out too much. 

I have a humidifier for it now but that time I tried using it it made no difference. I 

suppose I'll have to wait until the cold elders entirely..up.. 

I hope your cousin outgrows the influence of the assassination trash he's. been trust- 
., ••• 	 . :0; 	:1•ie • 	 Z;! 	;! 	 ! • 

in . .Not easy to find aqthing else, is it? 

	

, 	,:w4, ■••!), 	 ! ■ 	 . 	 • 

Ipu have a different idea of the meaning'og "research" than most of those who sub- 
: 	 a:;,!,11 	•• 	 ;• 

mit articles to The Third Decade. It is published by Jerry -Atone, the State college in 
,•• 	• 	•, 	•.; 1 	 , 

Fredonia, NY, near Buffalo. Neatly it is nutty theories. I do not see it but I'm 
• • ;.:!; 	 ti.;;u 1,: • tw: 	;• 47:5 	1,0:1• 	 ;: 

sent copies of some of the articles. 
•: -?;11.- 	0.• 	 • 	• 	,• 

Glad yod've'enough on Specter! 400k feeerd to seeing what you write about him. 
• ,.•!, 
Oddly that iJun reporter was here only briefly. His article was for a regular feature,' 

• • 	•', 	• 	• 
of the Sunday Sun's magazine, "Nis ion adcomplished." So his interest was narrow, he knew 

• • 	• .•::: 	• 	 ii"71 	 •ar. -  • 
what he wanted to know, and I doubt he was here two hours. 

Dave thoug;a-whathe'reed is tpoWerini," especially the chapteVwith the book's title, 
• •-; 	t,•• . H••,, 	 • 	.,• 	- 

tickink off how the opiesite 01 silent they've been all these years. As you recognized, 

*hey are sitting ducks. And I'll shooting. 
• L.. r' 	 r ,;; 	.c;;! 

Excise the ,haste. Best tool all, 
,Hd!t:.;; ,,,,y••• 



Dear Harold, 	 July 16, 1992 

Just this past weekend we arrived back in Spartanburg 
after a two-week stay with my mother in Milwaukee. Unfortunately, Hanh-Trang 
was not able to go because of limited vacation time at the clinic where 
she works. Claire and Nicholas enjoyed themselves. We took in the zoo, 
museum and they got to play with some of their cousins they do not see 
very often. We also took a side trip to Stevens Point. My brother still lives 
in a town nearby. We had Dave Wrone and some other old friends out for a 
barbeque. It was good to see him, although I wish I had had more time 
to visit. He mentioned that you are at work on a book on the JAMA interview. 
A couple weeks ago I got a chance to read it more carefully, and I found 
it astounding in its inaccuracy. Given what you published in Post Mortem 
alone, I imagine you could write a full book-length expose: One of the things 
I find so disturbing about that interview, among-many-ether such examples, 
is the blatant deceit that is practiced. And, apparently, these people are 
able to sleep at night; 

During our stay in Milwaukee I had an interesting discussion 
with the adopted son of one of my cousins, who I had not seen since he was about 
4 yrs old. Well, he just graduated from a small college in California and did 
a senior thesis on the Kennedy assassination. I have enclosed a copy of the 
title page. He struck me as being very knowledgable and mature in his 
apprigch, although I cautioned him on some of the sources he used for his 
paper such as Jim Marrs, High Treason, Penn Jones, Gary Shaw, among others. 
He did cite Post Mortem and Whitewash II, although curiously not Photographic  
Whitewash. H73:177111-orimpressed by a journal I was not familiar with called, 
The Third Decade: A Journal of Research on the John F. Kennedy Assassination". 

He will be going to New York University to start a graduate program in 
history. He seemed open to some Of the things I said -- trying to re-orient 
his approach to focus more on evidence of the failed investigation. He 
was generally impressed with Stone's film. I sent him a few things to try 
to set him straight on that score, and I also encouraged him to become more 
familiar with the work that Dave Wrone has done, s&see especially since 
he plans to major in history. 

During this past week I have finally begun to sit down and 
pull together a few things regarding Specter. That Article I copied from 
your files certainly showed him at his evasive best. Sometime before school 
begins I plan to write up one or two short pieces and provide ample 
documentation. 

I liked the short piece from the Baltimore Sun on you 
and your files. Although there could have been more substance, at least 
it did a good job of outlining what your main appraoch to the assassination 
has been. I imagine the reporter spent much more time with you than is 
reflected in the article. 

I hope you are making progress on correcting your sleep 
disorder. Our regards to Lillian. 
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